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1. DEVELOPMENT OF MALARIA ERADICATION PROGRAMME} Item 4.1 of the Agenda 
(Document ЕВ21/Д5) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Kaul to introduce the subjects 

Dr KAUL^ Assistant Director-General, Department of Advisory Services, stated that 

the voluntary contributions to the Malaria Eradication Special Account (MESA) had 

reached a total of slightly over • 5 111 000 by 31 December 1957, including a 

$ 5 ООО 000 donation from the United States of America» In accordance with resolution 

WHA8-30, the Director-General had presented separately, in Annex Д to Official Records 

No. 81 (document EB21/WP/1) a global prograjnme for malaria eradication planned to be 

financed from the Special Account• 

In the document under consideration (EB21/45)， the Director-General reported on 

general developments in malaria eradication• To meet the increased responsibilities 

under the global programme, the Director«General had established a Division of Malaria 

Eradication at Headquarters• Within "fchat division, a malaria technical intelligence 

unit was being organized, to collect and disseminate technical information as requested 

by the Tenth Health Assembly^ Similarly, each of the regional offices was being 

strengthened for the purpose of setting up an enlarged regional malaria advisory unit. 

He would call special attention to the efforts that had been made to secure со一 

ordination and cçî^centration of activities and resources, as an essential prerequisite 

to the success of the programme (paragraph X#2) • WHO was taking the initiative in 

calling together periodical meetings of all the international agencies concerned» In 

addition，it was making arrangements for inter^regional
f
 inter-country and border 

authority meetings as necessary* It must always be borne in mind, however, that the 
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major responsibility for the effective co-ordination of efforts a% the national level 

must rest with the government concerned. Hence^ the Importance of setting up 

national co-ordination committees in countries embarking on malaria eradication could 

not be over-stressedо 

In regard to technical progress^ he would draw attention to Апшх 1 of document 

EB21/45，where a summary of confirmed findings of resistance in malaria vector 

species up to 1 December 1957 was given. 

The development of resistance in Anopheles gambiae and Anopheles stephensi was 

causing concern. It had been thought that resistance to DDT in A» gambiae would 

probably be restricted to the savannah area of Africa。 It had now roade its 

appearance
5
 hovrever^ In a forest area of Liberia. In the circumstances； it was now 

thought that the use of DDT might be restricted in Africa
t
 The situation was even 

more serious in regard to A. stephens^hich was the malaria vector in the Persian 

Gulf area of the Middle East and also in parts of India and Pakistan. Resistance 

in that vector to DDT had already been confirmed in the Persian Gulf area，with the 

result that dleldrin had had to be substituted in spraying operations^ at almost 

double the cost. 

Among efforts to stimulate research might be cited the studies on the problem 

of sorption being undertaken at the iastaiicé of the Organization (paragraph • 

The research，which was being undertaken by AN institute in ROIIB and by the Colonial 

Insecticides Research Unit in England) was directed specifically at determinixig the 

3ox»pt>0£)n capacity of mud walls» 

Tho Organization was also sponsoring research on the use of drugs in tho later 

stages of eradication campaigns (paragraph 3©3) • It -was important 3n surveillance 

operations to stop any spread of infection from isolated cases or otvthreaks of the 
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disease • There were grounds for hope that a single administration of pyrimethane 

o^ of primaquine might be effective in s topping the full development of the infective 

cycle• Too little was as yet known, however, on that sporonticidal action of the 

two drugs and a number of institutes in different parts of the world were collabor-

ating in a programme of research» The work called for the use of volunteers and for 

the experimental infection of mosquitos * 

Dr JAFAR feared that WHO, in its planning, was not approaching malaria eradication 

in the serious spirit its importance to world health warranted« He had in mind in 

particular the financial provision. The first demand, on national authorities in any 

negotiations with WHO or with bilateral agencies was that funds should be guaranteed 

for the continuance after the first year of any programme that might be inaugurated • 

There was no evidence in the documentation before the Board of similar foresight in 

respect of the proposed global programme-

While reserving his detailed cornent s on the programme for the moment, he would 

like to hear from the Director-General what financial provision he had in mind to 

ensure the corvbinuity of the malaria eradication programme beyond the year 1959 • An 

addi^d factor of urgency was that it was now fairly well recognized that the earlier 

prognostication of five years as the term of operations for achievement of eradication 

would be inadequate in many countries • 

The DIRECTOR-GSENERAL, explaining the position as he saw it, said that the plans 

drawn up after negotiations with the various governments concerned showed what would 

be necessary in the way of operations in the years 1958-62 inclusive • In regard to 

the financing of the programme, he could merely repeat a statement he had made at the 

fifth meeting of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance, пгаэХу̂ that 
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the Organization had the money in hand for financing the programme for 1958; no funds 

were as yet available for succeeding years • The provision of funds was a matter that 

was entirely in the hands of the Orgai ization's Member States • Though he had hopes 

and expectations that voluntary contributions to the Special Account would be forth-

coming, he could not really say how the programme would be financed in future years • 

Dr HYDE, emphasizing the importance of the issue raised by Dr Jafar, recalled 

that^ as the Board was already aware, the United States of America had made voluntary 

contributions to the WHO Special Account and to the PASO Special Malaria Pond as well# 

The contributions had been entirely voluntary in character and there had been no 

insistence on matching contributions in view of the urgency of the situation^ The 

United States, in making its contributions
 3
 had fully anticipated that othes? govern-

ments would follow suit
?
 within the limits of láieir financial possibilities « 

In presenting the original request for funds to the United States Congress, it 

had been emphasized that the malaria eradication programme was one of five years
1 

duration and the Congress had been informed that further requests would be made 

annually over the five-year period。 In the State of the Union Message delivered 

recently, the President of the United States had again mentioned the malaria eradic— 

ation programme as a five-year one« 

The exact amount of the contributions that might be forthcoming in future years 

from the United States was not as yet determined, legislation requiring that funds 

should be voted on an annual basis о On the other hand
?
 it was the full intention of 

the United States Government to make substantial contributions over the period of the 

next four years, though in an amount smaller thaja the original contribution; the 

provision of fixed equipmBnt would already have been covered in the first year書 
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In conclusion, he would again observe that the Unit eu States Goverrnnent 

anticipated that other governments would also make further contributions to the Special 

Account in order that the objective of world-wide malaria eradication might be achieved. 

Dr JAFAR thanked Dr Hydej the Board now had some idea of what to expect in the 

future. He belзеved however that the Board and the Organization should face the 

realities of the situation. The expectation that other governments would be led by 

the example of the United States to make substantial contributions to the Special 

Account had failed to materialize in the past. That was clearly shown by the fact 

that the total of all other contributions to date amounted only to some $ 111 000• 

There seemed little possibility that even such small amounts would be forthcomiiig in 

the next few years, yet 丨 t b e programme proposed for 1959 was estimated to require some 

聪 10 ООО ООО, 

He wondered whether it wae not an injudicious use of the funds already available 

to plunge into a vast programme the completion of which was problematical. Voluntary 

contributions couH only be expected from countries in which malaria was not a problem. 

Gountráas which themselves had to institute measures against the disease were already 

committed to fairly substantial expenditure. 

In his opinion, therefore^ the proposed programme fçr 1959 shouH be radically 

reduced, ixi order to conserve funds for future operations• Operations should be 

begun only in those countries where the problem was urgent and where the government 

itself was prepared to undertake a large expenditure• He would be interested to hear 

the views of h3s fellow members of the Board on the issue• 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the Board was perhaps not in a position to 
‘ M 1 

discuss the issue raised without having all the other related documntation before it, 
. > 

namely, the comments of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance on the 

proposals for malaria activities under the regular and Technical Assistance prograrames 

and the proposed progransme and cost estibnates for the operations planned to be 

fônaûced from' tbe Malaria a?adicafcion Special Accóvint. 

Contrary to Dr Jafar had said, tho estimate for malaria eradication, 

operations in 1959 was s l ight ly l e s s than | 5 ООО 000. The t o t a l estimated, cost of 

the programme as a whole, over the five-year period, waa about 巷 32 ООО ООО. 

Dr METGALFE asked wbether tbe Director-Oeneral could give any indication of the 

source from which the $ 32 ООО 000 w>u3d com©. 
• .‘ , 

The DÏRECTCR-GENERAL was unable to say more than that the sum of $ 5 111 000 was. 

available for 1958. 

Dr METCALFE asted Aether it was therefore safe to assume that
>
 if voluntary 

funds were not forthcoming, Ш0 would be faced with two alternatives at the end of 

two years j to terminate its malaria eradication programme or transfer the cost to 

the regular budget. 

Dr Î0GBA asked whether the Direоtor-General anticipated that the malaria 
г 

eradication programme would cost less аз it progressed. H©^ for his part, would have 

thought that
?
 as the programme gained momentum, the cost woiLbd increase proportion^ 

ately. An annual expenditure of some $ 8 ООО 000 would be more likely after the 

first two years. 
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The D3RECT0Rp-GENERAL stated that the estimated expenditure for the years 1958 

and 1959 amounted to some $ 5 057 000 and $ 4 892 000 respectively. The remainder 

of the $ 32 ООО 000 which he had mentioned as the global total was the estimated 

requirement to carry out the programme through the year 1962. 

Dr HÏDE reminded the Board that Its Committee on Halarla Eradication had met 

two days previously; one of the functions of that committee was to consider ways and 

means of raising the fonda needed to finance the proposed programme. He accordingly 

moved that the debate on the item should be adjourned until such tome as the Committeé's 

report was available. 

The CHAIRMAN stated that, in accordance with Rule 34 of ths Rules of Procedure, 

he was prepared to call upon one speaker in favour and one s peaker against the motion 

for adjournment of the debate, before putting it to the vote. 

J 
Professor CANAPER3A was of the opinion that the Board was not in a position to 

t 
• • / 

discuss the full áinplioations of the proposed malaria eradicatiojl programme an the 

absence of the other relevant documentation mentioned by the Director-General• 

Indeed^ he failed to understand a general discussion on the subject had been 

opened at the present time» In the circumstances, therefore, he would support the 

motion for adjournment of the debate. 

The СНЛЗЮШ, noting that no member of the Board wished to spealc against the 

motion, put it to the vote. 

Decision: The motion for adjournment of the debate was adopted. 

(For further discussion, see minutes of the sixteenth mooting,) 
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2. CO-OPERATION WITH UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND THEIR DECISIONS 
AFFECTING WHO'S ACTIVITIESs Item 9.1 of the Agenda (Documents ËB21/51， 
EB21/52, EB21/52 Add.l

2

 and EB21/52 Add.2
3

) 

The DEPUTÏ DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the Board might wish to take up, in the 

first Instance, the subject of administrative and budgetary co-ordination, 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant birector-General^ Department of Administration and Finance, 

introduced the Director-General
1

 s report on administrative and budgetary co-ordination 

aoxiag the United Nations and the specialized agracies (document EB21/51), which dealt 

with the action as regards cso-ordination of the General Assembly of -the United Nations at 

its last session, 

• The report was divided into fcur main parts. The first dealt with the review by the 

United Nations Advisory Committee on Adiulnistrative and Budgetary Questions of the aduiini-

strative budget of WHO for 1958» The comments of the Advisory COTunittee were set cut in 

Annex 1 to the report; the general comments on the specialized agencies would be found 

in paragraphs 1 to 21, and the more specific references to Ш0 in paragraphs 50 to 56-

The resolution on the Advisory Committee
1

 s report adopted by the United Nations 

General Assembly was reproduced in 3ection 6 of the report of the Fifth Committee (Annex 2 

to document EB21/51), In that resolution the General Assembly invited the attention of 

the specialized agencies to the commente and observations made on the bxidgets of -the 

agencies^ and to the views expressed in the Fifth Committee at the twelfth session of the 

General Assembly (operative paragraph 2 of the resolution)
e 

In that connexion, he recalled that the possibility of making arrangements whereby 

the Advisory Committee .could undertake a more thorough periodic review in turn of each of 

the specialized agencies, in addition to its more cursory annual examination； had come 

before the Board at an earlier meeting• 

1

 Reproduced as Annex 17 to Off
c
 Rec

e
 Wld Hlth Org» 83 

mm^mrt^тл-Ч^ЛЛУФP _ u. m 丨_ miii и л—IIH^MHI _и_,_Д5й> имлвм» 
2

 Reproduced as Annex 9 to Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 83 
О J

 Reproduced as Annex 16 to Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Org。 83 
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The Advisory Committee had made specific comments (paragraph 56 of its report) on 

the action of the Directing Council of the Pan American Sanitary Organization in decidiiig 

not to apply minus post-adjustments to any duty station employing staff paid from PASO 

funds. That particular question was to be taken up by the Executive Board under a 

separate agenda item. 

In regard to the patterns of conferences (section 2 of document EB21/51), the Board 

would note that the General Assembly invited all organs of the United Nations as well as 

the specialized agencies to review "their working methods and the frequency and length of 

sessions in the light of the growing volume of meetings, the resulting strain on resources 

and the difficulty of effective participation of members. In that connexion^ he 

recalled to ttie Board
1

s attention resolutions WHA5»49 and WHA6»58 on the duration, and 

resolution WHA6»57 on the frequency, of sessions (Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions
3 

pages 166 and 167)• 

•Tha General AssembUy had also adopted resolution 1221 (XII) on the question of post 

adjustments within the common system of salaries, allowances and benefits
}
 egress ing 

the hope (paragraph 3 of the resolution) that ILO and WHO would reconsider the date they 

had adopted from which changes in the cost of living at Geneva should be measured in 

determining future post adjustments for their staff members. The Director-General 

would be making a full report on the substance of that matter to the Eleventti World Health 

Assemblyо 

The Board, would recall that the subject of audit procedures and the use of external 

auditors had been under consideration for some time by the United Nations General 

Assembly, The General Assembly had decided that the present system of external audit 

should be maintained (section 4 of document ЕВ21/51) • 

He would be glad to answer ary requests for additional information that the Board 

might require • 
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Dr METCALPE asked for some explanation of the significance of the General Assembly's 

request that ILO and Ш0 should reconsider the matter of date for calculating future 

роб t -ad jus tment s at Geneva
 # 

Mr SIEGEL remarked that t'he question went back to the review of salaries^ allowances 

and benefits undertaken by the Salary Review Coramitteo appointed by the United Nations 

General Aseombly under its resolution 975 (X) • The Tenth World Health Assembly had 

noted the decisions on the matter taken by the United Nations General Assembly at its 

eleventh session, and had decided that tbe cons ide rati ons applied by the Qegaeral Assembly 

in fixing th© post-adjustment classification of New York should be similarly applied to 
• • • • “ -

« . •‘ • • • . . . • • 
all other places, including Geneva, thus placing Geneva In Class II. It had farther 

ooncurred in the Director-general
f

 s intention to apply that decisis, for pay purposes, 

ae of 1 J\me 1*957, on the understanding that future movements of cost of living were to 
• ' . . . . . .... . . . , • ^ • .'•,'•； . 

be measured from 1 January 1957 • It was the question of this dató that the General 

AseembJy was asking ILO and Ш 0 to reconsider, although it wae not proposing to make any-

similar change in respect of New Yorké 

The CHàlBMâlT asked Mr Siegel to indicate irtiat had been recoranended in the matter 

by the General Assembly and also to give some indication of th© of feet any ohange in 

the date in question would havo on the emoluments of the staff in Geneva, 

, . .‘ ,• - . . . . . … . ： . 
j 

Mr SIEGEL believed there was a risk, in continuing the discussiori, of dealing with 

the substance of th© question and, as ha had already mentioned, it was the infcentAon of 

the Director-General te make a full report on the substance of the matter to the/Eleventh 

World Health Assembly, 
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A change in the date would have no effect whatsoever on present payments to staff 

members in Geneva; it would affect any future post adjustment• 

Dr HYDE asked whether the General Assembly had established a different date for the 

measuring of movements of cost of living in New York» 

Mr SIEGEL said the date established for New York and Washington was the same, namely 

1 January 1957® The Tenth World Health Assembly had decided that the considerations 

which had been applied by the United Nations General Assembly to New York should equally 

apply* to all other duty stations > including Geneva» At its last session the United 

Nations General Assembly had limited its consideration to Geneva only and had made the 

recommendation already mentioned• If ary change in the data were made, it would, in 

his opinion, create difficulties for WHO, 

He again mentioned that a comprehensive report on the subject, covering, inter alia) 

consultations with ILO，was to be submitted to the Eleventh Health Assembly• 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Board should take note of the Directors-General í s 

report on the matter as set out in document EB21/51* 

1% was so agreed> (For adoption of resolution, see minutes of the eighteenth 

meeting, section 4«) 

The DEPUTÏ D ffiECTOR-GENERAX introduced the reports on co-operation witti the United 

Nations and specialized agencies and their decisions affecting the ж>гк of Ш) (documents 

EB21/52 and Add.l and 2)^ Since the two addenda dealt with separate questions, the 

Board might perhaps wish to divide its discussion of the item into three parts: 
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(1) general problems of co-ordination ( document EB21/52) • (2) appraisal of over-all 

programmes to be undertaken by the United Nations and the specialized agencies in the 

economic and social fields over the next five or six years - resolution 665 О (XXIV) of 

the Eoonomic and Social Council (document EB21/52, Add.l) j and (3) financing of economic 

development - resolution 1219 (XII) of the United Nations General Assembly at its twelfth 

session (document EB2Í/5á> Add.2). 

He reoalled^ too, that the Director-Gene ral had been requested by a member of the 
/ 

Board to prepare a comprehensive document on atomic energy activities, inoluding 

co-ordination. The Board would therefor© probably prefer to leave aside the question 

of co-operation with the new atomic energy agency• 

Reviewing the General Report {document EB21/52) he directed special attention to 

the section on the development and со--ordination of th© eoonomic, social and human rights 

activities of the United Nati'ons and th© specialized agencies as à whole» In that 

oonnexion, the Board would note that the Director-General had felt it his duty to put 

before the Eoonomio and Social Council a comprehensive account of the problems of 

co-ordination as affecting WKO
!

s work. The summary record of his statement о ou Id be 

found in Annex A of document EB21/52, The Council's resolution on broad programmes of 

the United Nations and th© specialized agencies in the social and economic fields 

(resolution 665 A) was dealt with separately and would be coming up for consideration 

under item 6 of th© supplementary agenda • 

Another matter to which he would like to draw special attention was the suggestion 

of the Secretary-Gene ral of the United Nations concerning th© creation of what he 

described as "an international administrative service of experienced officials -who would 

actually occupy responsible - though presumably not central policy-making - posts in the 

national administrations" (section I, paragr'&ph xvii of document EB21/52) • The 
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Dire с to 3>Gener al had coiranented on that proposal in his statement to the Council^ his 

remarks.would., be foimd pi Annex A« 

The International Labour Conference had adopted in June 1957 the Convention relating 

to the protection and integration of indigenous and other tribal and semi-tribaJ. 

populations in independent countries, including the provisions approved by the Health 

Assembly in resolution WHA10»41 (section II of document EB21/52), 

It might be interesting to the Board to note that FAO had considered favourably the 

establishment of a joint FAO/lJNICEP policy committee on similar lines to the UNICEF/WHO 

Joint Committee on Health Policy (section III of document EB21/52). 

Section IV of the document, dealing with other specialized agencies
д
 reported on 

action taken in conjunction with the International Civil Aviation Organization, the 

Universal Postai Union，and the Interim Commission of the International Trade Organization 

(General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade)« The joint action with ICITO concerned a 

proposal to lift trade restrictions on artificial limbs and orthopaedic appliances. 

The CHAIRMAN invited coinments on the reporto 

Professor CANAPERIA noted that the Council had again drawn attention to the need 

for balance in economic and social development• That consideration should be k^pt 

constantly in mirxi. No permanent advance in health could be achieved without parallel 

economic and social progress and the inter-relationship should eertainly not be over-

looked 1л the sometimes ambitious plans for the eradication of specific diseases. 
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The proposal to set up an International adininistrative service was one that should 

be greeted with reserve» For his part, he fully endorsed the views expressed by the 

Director-General in
v

 the Council to the effect that, so far as the work of WHO was 

concerned， an international administrative service was unnecessary^ WHO based all its 

assistance to States on the training of local personnel• 

He noted with satisfaction that arrangements had been concluded with ICAO concerning 

close co-operation on aviation medicine j and also that WHO had advised UPU on occupa-

tional diseases of postal workers• He would be interested to know what could be 

regarded as occupational diseases in that context# 

Dr DÍAZ -COLLER, calling attention to the declaration in the Director^jeneral • s 

statement to the Council that in 19$6 more than 95 per cent, of the total assessed 

contributions to WHO had been received, asked Aether that figure related to the status 

of the collection of contributions as at 31 December 1956 or as at the date on which he 

had spoken. 

The DEPUTÏ DIRECTOR^GENERAL said that the Director-General had taken note of 

Professor Canaperia* s remarks on the need for work to be directed towards parallel 

health, economic and social development • 

WHO
1

 s aim, in all the work it carried out, was to strengthen the national health 

services and to train the requisite national personnel to carry on the work. The use 

of international staff, as envisaged by the Secp©taiy』eneral of the United Nations, 

would undoubtedly be oontraiy to the policy of WHOj on tiie departure of such staff from 

a country the situation would be left more or less as it had originally been» 
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The 'diseussions wltti t te Universal Postal Union on the transport of dangerous 

substances were still oontinuing 5 regulations on a certain number of substanoes had, 

however, already been adopted. 

The so-called
 11

 occupât i onal" diseases of postal workers were certain diseases often 

found among the employees of national postal administrations, and which some of UPtJ's 

Member States had requested Ш0 to study, e t u b e r c u l a r e s « The oonblusion of the 

study was that there were no occupational diseases of postal workers in the true sense 

of the term. 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL stated that the figure of 95 per с ent.. which he had given 

referred to the status of the collection of contributions for the year 1956 as at 

31 December of that year
 #
 The exact figure was 95.60 per. o ent

 e
 and the corresponding 

figure for 1957 was 97.08 per cent. 

The CHAIEMAN, speaking as a member of the Board, said he too would like to give his 

fullj endorsement to the views expressed by the Director-General to the Council on the 

question of an international administrative service
 # 

Dr Slkl wished to add his support as well to the Director-General
1

8 views ； he i\illy 

appreciated the worth of the Organization
1

 s policy of basing its aid to Member countries 

on the training of local staff. 

There appeared to be a general tendency nowadays to substitute international action 

for national work. With the increasing number of international organizations in the 
- .• . .. • у-； 

world today and tha many useful services they provided, there was a risk of their real 

function being overlooked^ to give help to national authorities, the latter remaining 

responsible for the execution of work within their respective countries• Any departure 

from that position was likely to make the work of the international organizations a 

negative factor in world скл̂1ортшггЬ. 
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Не accordingly thoxight there was room for the Board to single out the Director-

General t s view for specific approval» 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Board ird^ht wish to note the report, with ths 

exception of Mie items that were to be dealt with subsequently. 

It was so agreed. (For adoption of resolution, see minutes of the eighteenth 

meeting, section 4«) 

• •.. . . . . . . .
:

: . 、 ： 

The DEPUTT DIRECTOR-GENERAL^ introducing document EB21/52 Add.l, explained that it 

related solely to the inçlementation of resolution 6 6 5 С (XXIV) of the Economic and 
： . I. V,、. •. • • ' . * •• «..• . . r 

Social Council, in which the Secretary-General was requested to fippràise th费 s cope, 
' , - . * -

trend and cost of the regular United Nations programmes in the economic, social and 

hiunan rights fields for the period 1959-64 and in which the specialized agencies were 

invited to consider how they could do the same for their own programmes for the same 

period。 The Secretary-General and the executive heads of the agencies had been asked 

to consult together and the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination to report to the 

twenty-^sixth session of the Council regarding the preparation of those appraisals• 

The consolidated report with conclusions was to be examined by the Council at its 

thirtieth session in two yearà
1

 time# 
. ..'•• • . ' • , . . 

The ACC, after a preliminary discussion, had decided to prepare its report at its 

spring session and in the meantime the Directors-General of the International Labour 

Office, FAO, UNESCO, and ШЗ had submitted the resolution to their governing bodies, the 

views of which were reproduced in Annexes 3, 5 and 6 of the report. 

He drew attention to the excerpt from the report of the Advisoiy Committee on 

Adjulnistratiye and Budgetary Questions reproduced in section III of the report and which 

was interesting because of the origin of the Councils resolution. 
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Following preliminary discussions in ACC^ the Di reo t or -Gene ral had carefully studied 

th© problem from >JHO
 f

s standpoint and in the light of its Constitution and the practice 

of establishing long_tera programmes. In section IV of the report he had indicated 

that the problem fell into two parts, (1) the appraisal of future programmes, and 

(2) the estimate of costs* In regard to the fórmer^ tho resolution on a hasty reading 

might be misunderstood. It was not concerned with an appraisal in the usual sense of 

review of what had been accomplished, but with evaluating the future scope and trend of 

pro gr acme s
 #
 WHO in fact was already doing that, since under Article 28(g) of its 

Constitution the Board had to submit a general programme of work covering a specific 

period, usually four years, for consideration and approval by the Health Assembly• It 

was on the basis of that general programme that the annual programmes were drawn up and 

th© Board had to ensure that the latter were in lin© with the former • It seemed,-therefore 

that the best procedure would be to submit to the Council the general programme of work 

for a specific period approved by th© Health Assembly on'the Board^s roccmiiumdation• 

Turning to the second question, he said that
7
 with every respect due to a decision 

of the Council, the Director-General did not see how it would be possible to prepare ал 

estimate of costs in the absence of detailed programmes • In other words, it would only 

be possible for Щ0
}
 where th© budget cycle was annual, to submit such an Estimate for 

one budgetary year. It would therefore seem advisable to ask the Council,when it 

studied th© report at its twenty-sixth session, whether it was not preferable for it 

to abandon the element of the request relating to an estimate of the costs • 
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Professor CANAPERIA said he oould agree with the considerations put forward by the 

Director-General as to the way in which the Council's first request could be met by 

submitting the general programme for a specific period» An the present one, he 

believed； came to an end in I960，the programme for 1960-1964 could be used for the 

purpose. 

With regard to ttie second request he did not entirely accept the Director^îeneralis 

argument* Althoi^gh it might not be possible to prepare precise estimates
;
 some 

details on the trend of expenditure oould be given^ ae, for example
д
 in the ease of 

the Malaria Eradication Programme。 

Dr METGALFE asked Aether the Сошю11 had any legal right to address suoh a 

request to Ш0* 

Dr SIRI as so ola ted himself with "Professor Canaperia
1

 s views。 He did not beliere 

that a programme could be drawn up wiiáaout some appraisaJL of the expenditure involved^ 

Henoe it would be unwise to suggest that the second request be withdrawn^» and WHO 

should not shrink from undertaking the perfectly usual task of foreoasting tr如ds, saj。 

five years in adyance; it was doing so for its eradication prograinmes*. The Director 

of PASB had provided estimates of the future expenditure necessaiy to conplete such 

campaigns, and there was no reason why similar calculations should no七 be made in 

respect of WH0
!

s main activities、 Thotigh it was true that developments' in different 

countries varied in certain broad tendersies were observable which showed the 

direction in which the total programme was moving. Such a general forecast, with an 

irdi cation of approximate oost^ would also be most valuable to government s
 ;
 whi 命 would 

then have some idea of the new obligations they would have to shoulder。 
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The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL^ In reply to Dr Metcalfe, read Article IV of the 

Agreement between the United Nations and WHO# It would be noted, he added, that in 

accordance with the terms of that provision the Council had "requested
11

 the 

Secretaiy-General of the United Nations but "invited" the executive heads of the 

specialized agencies to take certain action, 

Dr HYDE said that it would be useful if the representative of the United Nations 

oovld provide further explanations • 

Mr PALTHEÏ (Deputy Director, European Office of the United Nations) had little 

to add to the Deputy Director-General* s statement. The relations between the Council 

and the specialized agencies had been defined in the Agreemente between them and the 

United Nations, and moreover a traditional pattern had begun to take shape during the 

past decade® It was a question of co-ordination and not subordination« The Council 

had simply expressed the hope that the maximum return TOuld be secured from outlay on 

economic^ social and htunan rights programme s
 д
 and that the common effort might develop 

in an orderly fanion. 

Dr HIDE said he would be interested to know how the United Nations was prooeedirg 

in order to comply with the Council* s request. He wondered what method it would 

adopt to estimate its own expenditure for the next five years, presumably an even more 

difficult task than that facing "WHO» 

Mr PALTHEY said that the United Nations was in more or less the same difficulty 

as "WHO and had not advanced veiy far in considering the problem# The work 

was being done in New York; and as far as he knew no definite decision had as yet 
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been reached ^bout the precise way in which the scope, trend and cost of the programmes 

was to be appraised. He had been informed that Mr Martin Hill, Deputy Under-Secretary 

for Economic and Social Affairs in the United Nations, would shcartíy be coming to 

Europe to discuss the possibility of a uniform approach with the executive heads of 

specialized agencies* 

彻 observied that neither the SecretarjroGe&eral. of the United 

Nations n w the executive heads of the specialized, agencies really knew yet how to 

tackle the problem, or what should be the contents of ACC's report to the Council, 

Dr Metcalfe
1

 s question had been raised in other governing bodies； notably that of 

the International Labeur Office, where the whole issue of the specialized agencies
1 

autonon^- in regard to their programme and budget had been discussed* 

The Council was asking for information so as to establish whether co«o¡rdination 

could be improved. For Ш0 it shou3jd not be difficult to present ±n outline the 

foreseeable trends in the programme for tho coming five or six years on the understanding 

that it wasj of course, subject to modificationj but there had been some 

misunderstanding concerning cost estimates. Some predietiône oould be made £ar 

specific eradication prcgrawmee, as suggested by Professcxr Canaperia and Dr Siri, but 

it would be quite a different matter to do so for the genecrál programme, the details of 

vhich had to Ъе decided every year. He could extrapolate on the basis of past 

experience a figure of estimated expenditure in. 1964，but that would represent only 

a very approximate estimate* For such an exercise be would require very clear 

guidance from the Health Assembly about the budget level for the coming few years. 
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Dr SIRI did not wholly agree with the Director-General) he believed that a study 

of developments over a period of years could provide a good .indication of future trends 

h 

NaturaUy the Organization would not be bound by any forecast based on the tempo of 

past expansion, since the Health Assembly would obviously have to adjust the programme 

each year to immediate needs and in the light of experience^ Now that Ш0 had been, 

operating for a decade it could surely project ahead 'for five years without fear of 

excessive errorj indeed， as he envisaged it, the Eleventh Health Assembly would bè 

carrying out exactly such a review of váiat had been done and \diat would be the future 

lines of action now that more precise knowledge of needs^ possibilities and methods 

had been gained. A clearer picture of that kind^ accompanied by cost estimates^ would 

be extremely useful to Member governments^ 

He did not even think it could be argued that it was impossible.to forecast 

probable developments in less important fields, since a general indication could be 
• . t 

built up out of the detailed information contained, in reports from the regions• « * 

Dr LAKSHMANAN, while appreciating the Council
1

s desire for better co-ordination 

and the orderly development of the programmes, emphasized that^ as indicated by the 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, a forward look must 

necessarily ЪФ in terms of the broad scope and direction of the- programmes* That 

technique had already been followed by WHO in framing long-rterm programmes and there 

should be no difficulty in projecting the present one, covering the years 1956 to I960, 

in such a way as to show the trends for 1961 to 1964, But it was a different matter 

to estimate the costs, since any figures prepared now would be unrealistic, indeed 

the calculations could only be made annualHy vüien details were satt3Bd¿ so that in 

his opinion the Council should be informed that detailed estimates could not be 

submi^^d five years ahead
0 
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Dr JAElflMILLO agreed with Dr Siri that WHO was now in a position to have a very 

clear idea of what its programmes would be four or five years ahead* 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to the last speaker^ reiterated that although that 

was possible in regard to the programme y the cost could not be estimated without 

knowing the details of the prograMaej he had no objection to extrapolating a figure 

for the budget in 1964, but doubted tóiether it would provida a sound indication of 

trends• 

Dr НШВ said that, since no solution was ao far apparent to what was a difficult 

problem, tho Board should authorize the Director-Gexieral to continue discussions on 

method with the Secrotary-Qeneral and the executive heads of other organizations • Any-

financial estiraate would require the most caroful preparation and imist be kept flexible 

so that the Organization would not be putting itself into a strait-jacket and proclading 

expansion in some new direction which greater experience and new scientific knowledge 

might render necessary* He recognized the value of the kind of study envisaged ty 

the Council, particularly as it would furnish govemmants xaith some idea of their 

future commitment汪,but its conclusions must not be binding on the Organization» 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that as there was no great divergence of views, Dr Siri, 

Dr Hyde and Dr Lakshmanan mi曲t be asked to prepare a conmon draft resolution for 

с ansideration at the following meeting. 

It was so agreed, (3ÜÜ minutes of the ninth meeting, suction 7.
e
) 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GEMEEAL, introducing document ЕБ21/52 Add.2, said that 

resolution 1219 (XII) of the United Nations General Assombüy had beun adopted at the 
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end of its twelfth session and the Director-General had not had enough time to д-Ьиф-

it fully when preparing the present document and so was unable at the present stage to 

put forward very preoiáe views on the subject. 

The Eighth World Health Assembly had touohed upon the question of a Special United 

Nations Fund for Economic Development (SUNFED) when examining a proposal tor the 

creation of a special fund to improve national health services, whieh proposal had 

subsequently been held over until the United. Nations had reached a decision on üie 

broader issue. In resolution 1219 (XII), the General Assembly decided that there 

should be established such a Speoial Fund as an expansion of the Technical Assistance 

activities of tiie United Nations and specialized agióles. As the resources expected 

to be available were not likely to exceed $ 100 ООО 000 annually, the operations 

of the Special Fund, were to be directed towards broadening the soope of United 

Nations programmes of Technical Assistance so as to include special projects in 

certain basic fields to be defined ty a Preparatory Committee. The terms of 

reference of that committee of sixteen governments were laid down, in paragraph 4 of 

the resolution, whidi also stipulated (paragraph 3) that the fullest possible use 

should be made of existing machinery of the United Nations, the specialized agencies, 

and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance. The Director-General would have 

to elucidate certain questions for that committee in March and would be willing to 

present son» preliminary considerations in more informal discussions with the Board, 

whose guidance he would need» 

Dr Hafez AMIN said that numerous countries attadsed great inçortance to the 

Special Fund for Economic Development in the belief that it would materially 
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contribute towards improving health services* He accordingly suggested that a working 

party be set up to study the types of health programme which should be recommended to 

the Preparatory Committee. 

Dr HIDE considered that further general exploratory discussion on the natttre of 

the programme and W H O ^ place in it was required. It would be premature at the 

present stage to consider specific projects. 

Dr METCALFE, referring to the topics listed in paragraph 2 of the resolution, 

suggested that titiey were only indirectly related to WHO's sphere of aotion* 

Dr SIRI said that once the position had been olarified in a preliminaiy discussion 

in plenary, a working party would have something to work on* Though the topics listed 

in paragraph 2 of the resolution were broad in scope, some had a direct bearing on 

ТОЮ
1

 s work, e«g. "intensive surveys of water® whidi had Important Implications for 

environmental sanitation, Gleariy there would be other points of common interest, 

since all the proposed projects were aimed at raising the general standard of living. 

Dr HYDE suggested that the Board might constitute itself a working party of 

the i^iole to discuss more Informally the possible eontent of the health aspects of 

such projects. 

Dr SIRI supported Dr Hyde's suggestion. 

Dr JAFAR also supported Dr Цуйе. The Board required further information about 

the baokgrovmd to an important question. 
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The DIRECTORS-GENERAL explained that he had suggested an informal discussion not 

because he had more knowledge then members of the Board, but because of the various 

technical and administrative implications of the Special Fund, Some of these were not 

altogether clear to the executive heads of the specialized agencies, tíiough they did 

know that part of the resources would be used for the expansion of the United Nations 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and the rest administered by the special 

body described in part III of the resolutioiu 

The topics listed in paragraph 2 of the annex were only examples and the final 

definition of the basic fields to be covered would be made by the Preparatory Committee 

？л March• In addition to technical matters it was equally important for him to have 

guidance from the Board about the administration of the Fund. 

Decision: Dr Hyde
1

 s proposal for a working party of the whole to study this 
agenda item was adopted. 

(For consideration of working party's report, see minutes of the eighteenth 

meeting
д
 section 4*) 

The meeting rose at 12»30 
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1， DEVELOPMENT OF MALARIA ERADICATION PROGRAMMES Item of the Agenda 
(Document EB21/45) 

The CHAIRMAN invited Dr Kaul to introduce the subject
c 

Dr KAUL, Assistant Director-General. Department of Advisory Services, stated that 

tiie voluntary contribiitions to the Malaria Eradication Special Account (MESA) had 

reached a total of slightly over $ 5 Ш 000 by 31 December 1957， including a 

$ 5 ООО 000 donation from the United States of America^ In accordance with resolution 

WHA8,>30^ the Director-General had presented separately^ in ilnnex 4 to Official Records 

No
0
 81 (dociiment EB2l/WP/l) a global programme for malaria eradication planned to be 

financed from the Special Account. 

In the document under consideration (EB21/45), the Director-General reported on 

general developments in malaria eradication
e
 To meet the increased responsibilities 

under the global prcgrairane^ tha Director-General had established a Division of Malaria 

Eradication at Headquarters
0
 Within that division, a malaria technical intelligence 

unit was being organized， to collect and disseminate technical information аз requested 

by the Tenth Health Assembly,, Similarly, each of the regional offices was being 

strengthened for the purpose of setting up an enlarged regional malaria advisory unit. 

He would call special attention to the efforts that had been made to secure co-

ordination and concentration of activities and resources， as an essential prerequisite 

to the success of the programme (paragraph 1
9
2)

0
 WHO was taking the initiative in 

calling together periodical meetings of all the international agencies conc-erncd^. In 

addition^ it was making arrangements fcr inter- regional, inter-country and border 

authority meetings as necessary* It must always be borne in rnind^ however^ that the 
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major responsibility for the effective co-ordination of efforts at the natibnal level 

must rest with the government concerned. Hence, the importance of setting up 

national co-ordination committees in countries embarking on malaria eradication could 

not be over-stressed. 

In regard to technical progress, he would draw attention to Annex 1 of document 

EB2l/45> 'wlnere a summary of confirmed findings of resistance зл malaria vector 

species up to 1 December 1957, was given. 

The development of resistance in Anopheles gsaibiae and Anopheles stephensi was 

causing concern. It had been thought that resistance to DDT In k, gambiae would 

probably be restricted to the savannah area of Africa. It had now made its 

appearance, however, In a forest area of Liberia, In the circumstances, it was now 

thought that the use of DDT might be restricted, in Africa. The situation was even 

more serious on regard to A. stephensi, which was the malaria vector in the Persian 

Gulf area of the Middle East and also in parts of India and Pakistan. Resistance 

in that vector to DDT had already been conf armed in the Persian Gulf area, with the 

result that daeldrin had had to be substituted in sprayájig operations, at almost 

double the cost. 

Among efforts to stimulate research might be cited the studies on the problem 

of sorption being undertaken at the instance of the Organization (paragraph 3*2). 

The research, which was beâng undertaken by an institute лл Rome and by the Colonial 

Insecticides Research Unit in England^ was directed specifically at determining the 

sorpWcn capacity of mud walls. 

The Organisation was also sponsoring research on the use of drugs in the later 

stages of eradication campaigns (paragraph 3 . 3 ) . It was important dn surveillance 

operations to stop any spread of infection frora isolated cases or outbreaks of the 
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disease • There were grounds for hope that a single administration of pyr ime thane 

or of primaquine mi^ht be effective in stopping the full development of the infective 

cycle. Too little was as yet known, however, on that sporonticidal action of the 

two drugs and a number of institutes in different parts of the world were collabor-

ating in a programme of research• The work called for the use of volunteers and for 

the experimental infection of mosquitos. 

Dr JAFAR feared that WHO, in its planning，was not approaching malaria eradication 

in the serious spirit its importance to world health warranted. He had in mind in 

particular the financial provision. The first demand on national authorities in any 

negotiations with WHO or with bilateral agencies was that funds should be guaranteed 

for the continuance after the first year of any programme that might be inaugurated. 

There was no evidence in the documentation before the Board of similar foresight in 

respect of the proposed global programme • 

While reserving his detailed comments on the programme for the moment, he would 

like to hear from the Director-General what financial provision he had дл mind to 

ensure the continuity of the malaria eradication programme beyond the year 1959. An 

added factor of urgency was that it was now fairly well recognized that the earlier 

prognostication of five years as the term of operations for achievement of eradication 

would be inadequate in many countries • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, explaining the position as he saw it, said that the plans 

drawn up after negotiations with the various governments concerned showed what would 

be necessary in the way of operations in the years 1958-62 inclusive. In regard to 

the financing of the programme, he could merely repeat a statement he had made at an 

earlier meeting of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance^ namely^ that 



the Organization had the money Зл hand for financing the programme for 1958y no funds 

were as yet available for succeeding years. The provision of funds was a matter that 

was entirely in the hands of the Organization
1

 s Member States • Though he had hopes 

and expectations that voluntary contributions to the Special Account would be f orth-

coming, he could not really say how the programme w m l d be financed in future years. 

Dr HÏDE, emphasizing the importance of the issue raised by Dr Jafar, recalled 

that, as the Boaô d was already aware^ the United States of America had made voluntary 

contributions to the Ш0 Special Account and to the PASO Special Malaria Fund as well. 

The contributions had been entdrely voluntary in character and there had been no 

insistence on matching contributions in view of the urgency of the situation. The 

United States
д
 in making its contributions, had fully anticipated that other govern-

ments would follow suit, within the lámits of their financial possibilities • 

In presenting the original request for funds to the United States Congress^ it 

had been emphasized that the malaria eradication progranime was one of five years
f 

duration and the Congress had been informed that 'further requests TOuld be made 

annually over the five-year period• In the State of the Union Message delivered 

recently, the President of the United States had agajn mentioned the malaria eradic-» 

at ion programme as a five-year one. 

The exact amount of the contributions tjiat might be forthcoming in future years 

from the United States was not as yet determined, legislation requiring that funds 

should be voted on an annual basis» On the other hand, it was the full intention of 

the United States Goverranent to make substantial contributions over the period of the 

next four years, tho\3gh in an amount smaller than the original contribution; the 

provision of fixed equipment would already have been covered in the first year. 
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In conclusion¿ he would again* observe that the United States Governinent 

anticipated that other governments would also make further contributions to the Special 

Account in order that the objective of world-wide malaria eradication might be achieved» 

Dr JAFAR thanked Dr Hydej the Board now had some idea of what to expect in the 

future • He believed however that the Board and the Organization should face the 

realities of the situation• The expectation that other governments would be led by 

the example of the United States to make substantial contributions to the Special 

Account had failed to materialize in the past. That was clearly shown by the fact 

that the total of all other contributions to date amounted only to some $ 111 000• 

There seemed little possibility that even such small amounts would be forthcomiiîg in 

the next few years, yet ;the programme proposed for 1959 was estimated to require some 

$ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 

He wondered whether it шв not an injudicious use of the funds already available, 

to plunge into a vast programine, the completion of which was problematical» Voluntary 

contributions could only be expected from countries in irtiich malaria was not a problem. 

Countries which themselves had to institute measures against the disease were already 

committed to fairly substantxal expenditure• 

In his opinion, therefore, the proposed programme fçr 1959 should be radically 

reduced, in order to conserve funds for future operations• Operations should be 

begun only in those countries where the problem was urgent and where the government 

itself was prepared to undertake a large expenditure• He would be interested to hear 

the views of his fellow members of the Board on the issue. 
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The DШЕСТОЙ-GENERA.L suggested that the Board was perhaps not in a position to 

discuss the issue raised without having all the other related dociuœntation before it, 

naioelyy the comments of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance on the 

proposals for malaria activities under the regular and Technical Assistance programmes 

and the proposed programme and cost estimates for the operations planned to be 

financed from the Malaria Eradication Special Account. 

Contrary to tóiat Dr Jafar had said, the estimate for malaria eradication, 

operations in 1959 was slightly less than $ 5 ООО 000• The total estimated cost of 

the programme as a whole, over the five-year period身 was about $ 32 ООО 000• 

Dr METCALFE asked whether the Director ̂ General could give any indication of the 

source fïom which the $ 32 ООО 000 would come. 

The D3HECTCR-GENERAL was unable to say more than that the sum of $ 5 111 000 was 

available for 1958, 

Dr METCALFE asked whether it was therefore safe to assume that, if voluntary 

funds were not forthcomtog, Ш0 would be faced with two alternatives at the end of 

two years s to terminate its malaria eradication programme or transfer the cost to 

the regular budget• 

Dr TOGBA asked whether the Director«General anticipated that the malaria 

eradication programme would cost less as it progressed. He, for his part, would have 

thought that, as the programme gained momentum, the cost TOuld increase proportion^ 

ately. An annual expenditure of some $ 8 ООО 000 would be more likely after the 

first two years. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that the astijnated expenditure for the years 1958 

and 1959 amounted to some $ 5 057 000 and $ Д 892 000 respectively* The remainder 

of the $ 32 ООО 000 which he had mentioned as the global total was the estimated 

requirement to carry out the prograirame through the year 1962. 

Dr HÏDE reminded the Board that its Committee on Malaria Eradication had met 

two days previously} one of the functions of that committee was to consider ways and 

means of raising the funds needed to finance the proposed programme. He accordingly 

moved that the debate on the item should be adjourned until such time as the Goinmittee
f

s 

report was available. 

The CHAIRMAN stated that, in accordance with Rule 34 of the Rules of Procedure, 

he was prepared to call upon one speaker in favour and one speaker against the motion 

for adjournment of the debate, before putting it to the vote. 

Professor CANAPERIA. was of the opinion that the Board was not in a position to 

discuss the full implications of the proposed malaria eradication programme in the 

absence of the other relevant documentation mentioned by the Director-General• 

Indeed，he failed to understand й̂гу a general discussion on the subject had been 

opened at the present time. In the circumstances, therefore, he would support the 

motion for adjournment of the debate. 

The CHAIRMAN, noting that no member of the Board wished to speak against the 
i 

motion, put it to the vote. 

Decisions The motion for adjournment of the debate was adopted. 
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2. OO-OPEEATION WITH UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES AND THEIR DECISIONS 
AFFECTING "WHO'S ACTIVITIESí Item 9.1 of the Agenda (Documents EB21/5Í, 
EB21/52 and Add

t
 1 and 2) 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that the Board might wish to take up, in the 

first instance, th© subject of administrative and budgetary co-ordination» 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Direotor-General, Department of Administration and Finance, 

introduced the Director-General's report on administrative and budgetary co-ordination 

among the United Nations and the specialized agencies (document EB21/51), whioh dealt 

with the action as regards co-ordination of the General Assembly of the United Nations 

at its last session» 

The report was divided into four main parts• The first dealt with the review by 

the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions of th© 

administrative budget of WHO for 1958 • The ooraments of the Advisory Committee were set 

out in Annex X to the report； the general comments on the specialized agencies would be 

found in paragraphs 1 to 21, and th© more specific references to ШО in paragraphs 50 to 

56. 

The resolution on the Advisory Committee I s report adopted by the United Nations 

General Assembly was reproduced in section 6 of th© report of the Fifth Committee 

(Annex 2 to document EB2X/51) • In that resolution the General Assembly invited th© 

attention of th© specialized agencies to the comments and observations made on the 

budgets of the agencies, and to the views expressed in the Fifth Committee at th© 

twelfth session of the General Assembly (operative paragraph 2 of the resolution)• 

In that connexion^ he recalled that the possibility of making arrangements whereby 

the Advisory Committee could undertake a more thorough periodic review in turn of each . 

of th© specialized agencies, in addition to its more cursory annual examination^ had 

com© before th© Board at an earlier meeting
e 
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The Advisory Committee had made speoific coinments (paragraph 56 of its report) on 

the action of the Directing Council of the Pan ¿jnerican Sanitary Organization in deciding 

not to apply minus post-adjustment s to any duty station employing staff paid from PASO 

funds • That particular question was to be taken up by the Executive Board under a 

separate agenda item» 

In regard to the patterns of conferences (section 2 of document EB21/51), the Board 

would note that the General Assembly invited all organs of the United Nations as well as 

the specialized agencies to review their working methods and the 

frequency and length of sessions in the light of the growing volume of meetings, the 

resulting strain on resources， and the difficulty of effective participation of members• 

In that connexion, he recalled to the Board
1

 s attention resolutions WHA5 J9 and ШДб,58 

on the duration, and resolution WHA6»57 on the frequency, of sessions (Handbook of 

Resolutions and Decisions, pages 166 and 1 6 7 ) • . 

The General Assembly had also adopted resolution 1221 (XII) on the question of 

post -adjustment s within the common system of salaries, allowances and benefits^ 

expressing the hope (paragraph 3 of the resolution) that ILO and WHO would reconsider 

the date they had adopted from which changes in the cost of living at Geneva should be 

measured in determining future post-adjustments for their staff members, Th© Director-

General would be making a full report on the substance of that matter to the Eleventh 

World Health Assembly, 

The Board would recall that the subject of audit procedures and the use of external 

auditors had been under consideration for some time by the United Nations General 

Assembly. The General Assembly had decided that th© present system of external audit 

should be maintained (section 4 of document ЕБ21/51) • 

He would be glad to answer any requests for additional information that the Board 

might require. 
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Dr METCALFE asked for some explanation of the significance of the General Assembly's 

request that I1Û and WHO should reconsider the matter of date for calculating future 

post-adjustments at Geneva. 

Mr SIE GEL remarked that the question went back to the review of salaries, allowances 

and benefits undertaken by the Salary Review Conmiittee appointed by the United Nations 

General Assembly under its resolution 975 (X) • The Tenth World Health Assembly had 

noted the decisions on the matter taken by the United Nations General Assembty at its 

eleventh session, and had decided that the considerations applied by the General Assembly 

in fixing the post -adjustment classification of New York should be similarly applied to 

all other places, including Geneva, thus placing Geneva in Class II. It had further 

concurred in the Director-General
1

 s intention to apply that decision for pay purposes, 

as of 1 June 1957； on the understanding that future movements of cost of living w©r© to 

be measured from 1 January 1957* It was the question of this date that the General 

Assembly was asking ILO and Ш0 to reconsider, although it was not proposing to make any 

similar change in respect of New York. 

The CHAIRMAN asked Mr Siegel to indicate what had been recommended in the matter 

by the General Assembly and also to give some indication of the effect any changa in 

the date in question would have on the emoluments of the staff in Geneva. 

Mr SIEGEL believed there was a risk, in continuing the discussion, of dealing with 

the substance of the question and, as he had already mentioned, it was the intention of 

the Director -Gene r al to make a full report on the substance of the matter to the Eleventh 

World Health Assembly, 
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A change in the date would have no effect whatsoever on present payments to staff 

members in Geneva5 it would affect any future post-adjustment • 

Dr HYDE asked whether the General Assembly had established a different date for the 

measuring of movements of cost of living in New York
f 

Mr SIEGEL said the date established for New ïork and Washington was the same, namely 

1 January 1957• The Tenth World Health Assembly had decided that the considerations 

which had been applied by the United Nations General Assembly to New York should equally 

apply to all other duty stations, including Geneva• At its last session the United 

Rations General Assembly had limited its consideration to Geneva only and had made the 

recommendation already mentioned» If any change in the date were made, it would, in 

his opinion, create difficulties for WHO. 

He again mentioned that a comprehensive report on the subject covering, inter àlia, 

consultations with ILO, was to be submitted to the Eleventh Health Assembly, 

The CHAIHMAN suggested that the Board should take note of the Director-General1 s 

report on the matter as set out in document EB21/51» 

It was so agreed. 

The DEPUTY DIKECTOIMÎENERAL introduced the reports on co-operation with the United 

Nations and specialized agencies and their decisions affecting the work of WHO (docicments 

EB21/52 and AddД and 2) • Since the two addenda dealt with separate questions, the 

Board might perhaps wish to divide its discussion of the item into three parts? 
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(1) general problems of co-ordination ( document EB21/52) ; (2) appraisal of over-all 

programmes to be undertaken by the United Nations and the specialized agencies in the 

economic and social fields over the next five or six years - resolution 665 С (XXIV) of 

the Economic and Social Council (document EB21/52, Add.l) • and (3) financing of economic 

development - resolution 1219 (XII) of the United Nations General Assembly at its twelfth 

session (document EB21/52, Add.2). 

He recalled, too, that the Director-General had been requested by a member of the 

Board to prepare a comprehensive document on atomic energy activities, including 

co-ordination. The Board would therefore probably prefer to leave aside the question 

of co-operation with the new Atomic Energy Agency. 

Reviewing the General Report (document EB21/52) he directed special attention to 

the section on the development and co-ordination of the economic, social and human rights 

activities of the United Nations and the specialized agencies as a whole. In that 

connexion, the Board would note that the Director-General had felt it his duty to put 

before the Economic and Social Council a comprehensive account of the problems of 

co-ordination as affecting WHO’s work. The summary record of his statement could be 

found in Annex A of document EB21/52. The Council's resolution on broad programmes of 

the United Nations and the specialized agencies in the social and economic fields 

(resolution 665 A) was dealt with separately and would be coming up for consideration 

under item 6 of the supplementary agenda
# 

Another matter to which he vould like to draw special attention was the suggestion 

of the Secretary-General of the United Nations concerning the creation of what he 

described as "an international administrative service of experienced officials who would 

actually occupy responsible - though presumably not central policy-making - posts in the 

national administrations" (section I, paragraph xvii of document EB21/52)• The 
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Director-General had commented on that proposal in his statement to the Council； his 

remarks would be found in Annex A . 

The International Labour Conference had adopted in June 1957 the Convention relating 

to the protection and integration of indigenous and other tribal and semi-tribal 

populations in independent countries, including the provisions approved by the Health 

Assembly in resolution WHA10,41 (section II of
1

 document EB21/52)
 # 

It might be interesting to the Board to note that FAO had considered favourably the 

establishment of a joint FAO/UNICEF Policy Committee on similar lines to the UNICEP/WHO 

Joint Committee on Health Policy (section III of document EB21/52) • 

Section IV of the document, dealing with other specialized agencies, reported on 

action taken in conjunction with the International Civil Aviation Organization, the 

Universal Postal Union, and the Interim Commission of the International Trade Organization 

(General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade). The latter concerned a proposal to lift trade 

artificial limbs and orthopaedic appliances. 

The CHAIBMAN invited comments on the report. 

4 

-Professor GANAPERIA noted that the Council had again drawn attention to the need 

for balance in economic and social development. That consideration should be kept 

constantly in mind. No permanent advance in health could be achieved without parallel 

economic and social progress and the int e r-relat i ons hi p should côrtainly not be over-
looked in the sometimes ambitious plans for the eradication of specific diseases 
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The proposal to set up an international administrative service was one that should 

be greeted with reserve. For his part, he fully endorsed the views expressed by the 

Director-General in the Council to the effect that, so far as the work of WHO was 

concerned, an international administrative service was unnecessaryj WHO based all its 

assistance to States on the training of local personnel• 

He noted with satisfaction that arrangements had been concluded with ICAO concerning 

close co-operation on aviation medioine j and also that WHO had advised UFÜ on occupa^ 

ti onal diseases of postal workers • He would be interested to know what could be 

regarded as occupational diseases in that context• 

Dr DIAZ^OLIER, calling attention to the reference in th© Director-General
1

 s 

statement to the Council that in 195Ó more than 95 per cent, of the total assessed 

contributions to Ш0 had been received, asked whether that figure related to the status 

of the collection of contributions as at 31 December 1956 or as at the date on which he 

had spoken. , 

The DERJTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Director-General had taken note of 

Professor Canaperiaremarks on the need for work to be directed towards parallel 

health, eoonomio and social development. 

ШО
!

з aim, in all the work it carried out, was to strengthen the national health 

services and to train the requisite national personnel to carry on the work. Th© us© 

of international staff
;
 as envisaged by the Secretary-General of th© United Nations, 

would undoubtedly be contrary to the policy of Ш0； on the departure of such staff from 

a country the situation would be left more or less as it had originally been. 
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The discussions with the Universal Postal Union on the transport of dangerous 

substances were still continuingj regulations on a certain number of substances had, 

however, already been adopted• 

The so-called "occupational" diseases of postal workers were certain diseases often 

found among the employees of national postal administrations, and which some of UPU's 

Member States had requested WHO to study, e.g. tuberculosis# The conclusion of the 

study was that there were no occupational diseases of postal workers in the true sens© 

of the term. 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNESAL stated that the figure of 95 percent, which he had given 

referred to the status of the collection of contributions for the year 1956 as at 

31 December of that year. The exact figure was 95«60 per cent• and the corresponding 

figure for 1957 was 97.08 per cent» 

The CHAIEliAN̂  speaking as a member of the Board, said he too would like to give his 

full̂  endorsement to the views expressed by the Director-General to the Council on the 

question of an international administrative service• 

Dr SIRI wished to add his support as well to the Dire сt or-Gene ral
1

 s views j he fully 

appreciated the worth of the Organizationpolicy of basing its aid to Member countries 

on the training of local staff • 

There appeared to be a general tendency nowadays to substitute international action 

for national work. With the increasing number of international organizations in the 

world today and the many useful services they provided, there was a risk of their real 

function being overlooked^ to give help to national authorities
f
 the latter remaining 

responsible for the execution of work within their respective countries• Any departure 

frcmi that position was likely to make the work of the international organizations a 

negative factor in world development
 9 
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He accordingly thought there was гост for th© Board to single out the Director-

Generalas view for specific approval. 

Th© CHAIEMAN suggested that th© Board might wish to note the report^ with the 

exception of the items that were to b© dealt with subsequently. 

It was so agreed. 

The DEPUTY DIKEOTOR-GENEEAL, introducing document EB21/52 Add
#
l explained that it. 

related solely to th© implementation of resolution 6 6 5 О (XXIV) of the Economlo and 

Social Council in which th© Secretary-General was requested to eppraise the scope, trend 

and cost of the regular United Nations programmes in the economic
л
 social and human 

rights fields for th© period and in whioh the specialized agenoies were invited 

to consider how they oould do the same for their own programmes for the same period. 

The SeoreteuryKJeneral and the Executive heads of the agenoies had been asked to consult 

together and the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination to report to the twenty-sixth 

session of the Council regarding th© preparation of those appraisals» The consolidated 

report with conclusions was to be examined by t he Council at its thirtieth session in 

two years
1

 time. 

The A00
f
 after a preliminary discussion, had decided to prepare its report at its 

spring session and in the meantime the Directors-General of the International Labour 

Office, FAO
f
. UNESCO, and WO had submitted the resolution to their governing bodies, th© 

• • • 

views of which were reproduced in Annexes 3, 4, 5 and 6 of th© report. 

He drew attention to the excerpt from th© report of the Advisory Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetary Questions reproduced in section III of the report and whioh 

was interesting because of th© origin of the Council
1

s resolution. 
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Following preliminary discussions in AGC^ th© Director-General had carefully studied 

the problem from WHO^s standpoint and in the light of its Constitution and th© practice 

of establishing long-term programmes» In section IV of the report he had indicated 

that the problem fell into two parts, (1) the appraisal of future programmes, and 

(2) the estimate of costs• In regard to the former, the resolution on a hasty reading 

might be misunderstood. It was not concerned, with an appraisal in the usual sense o£ 

review of what had been accomplished but with evaluating the future scope and trend, of 

programmes • Ш0 in fact was already doing that sine© under Article 28(g) of its 

Constitution the Board had to submit a general programme of work covering a specific 

period^ usually four years, for consideration and approval by the Health Assembly, . It 

was on the basis of that general programme that the annual programmes were drawn up and 

the Board had to ensure that the latter were in line with the former
#
 It seemed therefore 

that the best procedure would be to submit to the Council the general programme of work 

for a specific period approved by th© Health Assembly on the Board is recommendation. 

Turning to the second question, he said that
#
 with every respect due to a decision 

of the Council, the Director-General did not see how it would b© possible to prepare an 

estimate of costs in the absence of detailed programmes• In other words, it would only 

b© possible for ЩЮ, where the budget cycle was annual, to submit suoh an Estimate for 

on© budgetary year• It would therefore seem advisable to ask the Gounoil when it 

studied the report at its twenty-sixth session, whether it was not preferable for it 

to abandon the element of th© request relating to an estimate of the costs • 
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Professor CANAPERIA could agree "with the considerations put forward Ъу the 

Director-General as to the way in which the Council
1

 s first request could be met by-

submitting the general programme for a specific period. As the present one
>
 he 

believed, саше to an end in I960， the prograirane for 1960-1964 could be used for the 

purpose
t 

With regard to the second reques-t he did not entirely accept the Director-General
1

 s 

argument. Although it might not be possible to prepare precise estimates, some 

details on the trend of. expenditure could be given as夕 for example
3
 in the case of 

the Malaria Eradication Programme« 

Dr METCALFE asked whether the Council had any legal right to address such a 

request to WHO. 

Dr SIRI associated hjjnself ra.th Professor Canaperia
J

 s views
0
 He. did not believe 

that a programme could be drawi up without some appraisal of the expenditure involved^ 

Hence it would be unwise to suggest that the second request be withdrawn^, and WHO 

should not shrink from undertaking the perfectly usual task of forecasting trends) say} 
* 

five years in advancej it was doing so for its eradication programmes
0
 The Director 

of PASB had provided estimates of the future expenditure necessary to complete such 

campaigns^ and there was no reason why similar calculations should not be made in 

respect of VJHÔ s main activities^ Though it was truo that developments in different 

countries varied in pace，certain broad tendencies were observable "which showed the 

direction in which the total programme was moving。 Such a general forecast，with an 

indication of approximate cost, would also be most valuable to governments^ which would 

then have some idea of the new obligations they would have to shoulder
0 
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The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to Dr Metcalfe, read Article IV of the 

Agreement between the United Nations and WHO— It would be noted, he added, that in 

accordance with the terms of that provision the Council had "requested" the 
/ 

Secretary«General of the United Nations but "invited" the executive heads of the 

specialized agencies to take certain action. 

Dr HYDE said that it would be useful if the representative of the United Nations 

could provide further explanations
 4 

Mr PALTHEÏ (Deputy Director, European Office of the United Nations) had little 

to add to the Deputy Director-General
r

s statement. The relations between the Council 

and the specialized agencies had been defined in the Agreements between them and the 

United Nations, and moreover a traditional pattern had begun to take shape during the 

past decade. It was a question of co-ordination and not subordination. The Council 

had simply expressed the hope that the maximum return would be secured from outlay on 

economic, social and human rights programmes, and that the common effort might develop 

in an orderly fashion. 

Dr HYDE said he would be interested to know how the United Nations was proceeding 

in order to comply with the Council
1

s requests He wondered what method it would 

adopt to estimate its own expenditure for the next five years, presumatOy an even more 

difficult task than that facing WHO, 

Mr PALTHEÏ (United Nations) said that the United Nations was in more or less the 

same difficulty as Ш0 and had not advanced very far in considering the problem. The 

work was being done in New York and as far as he knew no definite decision had as yet 
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been reached about the precise way in which the scope, trend and cost of the programmes 

vas to be appraised^ He had been informed that Mr Martin Hill, Deputy Under-Secretary 

for Economic and Social Affairs in the United Nations, would shortly be coming to 

Europe to discuss the possibility of a uniform approach with the executive heads of 

specialized agencies
f 

The DIRECTCE-GENERAL observed that neither the Secretary-General of the United 

Nations nor the executive heads of the specialized agencies really knew yet how to 

tackle the problem, or \diat should be the contents of ACCHs report to the Council. 

Dr Metcalfe
1

 s question had been raised in other governing bodies, notably that of 

the International Labour Office, where the whole issue of the specialized agencies^ 

autonony in regard to their programme and budget had been discussed. 

The Council was asking for information so as to establish whether co-ordination 

could be improved» For Ш0 it should not be difficult to present in outline the 

foreseeable trends in the prograimne for the coming five or six years on the understanding 

that it was, of course, subject to modificationj but there had been some 

misunderstanding concerning cost estimates. Same predictions could be made for 

specific eradication programmes, as suggested by Professor Ganaperia and Dr Siri, but 

it would be quite a different matter to do so for the general programme
д
 the details of 

which had to be decided every year* He could extrapolate on the basis of past 

experience a figure of estimated expenditure in 1964^ but that would represent only 

a very approximate estimate. For such an exercise he would require very clear 

guidance from the Health Assembly about the budget level for the coming few years^ 
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Dr SIRI did not wholly agree with the Director-General^ he believed that a study 

of developments over a period of years could provide a good indication of future trends 

Naturally the Organization would not be bound Ъу аду forecast based on the tempo of 

past expansion, since the Health AssembHy would obviously have to adjust the prograinne 

each year to immediate needs and in the light of experience^ Now that Ш0 had been 

operating for a decade it could surely project ahead for five years without fear of 

excessive errorj indeed, as he envisaged it, the Eleventh Health Assembly would be 

carrying out exactly such a review of what had been done and what would be the future 

lines of action now that more precise knowledge of needs, possibilities and methods 

had been gained
#
 A clearer picture of that kind, accompanied by cost estimates^ would 

be extremely useful to Member governments
# 

He did not even think it could be argued that it was impossible to forecast 

probable developments in less toportant fields, since a general indication could be 

built up out of the detailed information contained in reports from the regions. 

Dr LAJCSHMANAN, while appreciating the Council
f

 s desire for better co-ordination 

and the orderly development of the programme s
 д
 emphasized that as indicated by the 

Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, a forward look must 

necessari3y be in terms of the broad scope and direction of the programme s # That 

technique had already been followed by WHO in framing long-term programmes and there 

should be no difficulty in projecting the present one, covering the years 1956 to i960, 

in such a way as to show the trends for 1961 to 1964» But it was a different matter 

to estimate tho costs, since any figures prepared now would be unrealistic^ indeed 

the calculations could only be made annually "when details were settled^ so that in 

his opinion the Council should be informed that detailed estimates could not be 

submitted five years ahaad^ 
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Dr JARAMILLO agreed with Dr Siri that ШО was now in a position to have a very 
• . . • . . . • . , • , 

clear idea of what its programmes would be four or five years ahead« 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL, in reply to the last speaker
д
 reiterated that although that 

was possible in regard to the programme
y
 the cost could not be estimated without 

knowing the details of the programme j he had no objection to extrapolating a figure 

for the budget in 1964, but doubted whether it would provide a sound indication of 

trends• 

Dr HTDE said that since no solution was so far apparent to what was a difficult 

problem, the Board should authorize the Director-General to continue discussions on 

method with the Secretary-General and the executive heads of other organizations. Any-

financial estimate would require the most careful preparation and must be kept flexible 

so that the Organization would not be putting itself into a strait-jacket and precluding 

e^ansion in some new direction which greater experience and new scientific knowledge 

might render necessary*
e
 He recognized the value of the kind of study envisaged ly 

the Council, particularly as it would furnish governments with some idea of their 

future commitraentg, but its conclusions must not be binding on the Organization, 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that as there was no great divergence of views，Dr Siri, 

Dr Hyde and Dr Lakshmanan might be asked to prepare a common draft resolution for 

ccnsideration at the following meeting, 

It was so agreed 

The DEPUTY DIRECTOR-GENERAL, introducing document EB21/52 Add_2 said that 

resolution 1219 (XII) of the United Nations General Assembly had been adopted at the 
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end of its twelfth session and the Director-General had not had enough time to stuc^y 

it fully when preparing the present document and so was unable at the present stage to 

put forward very precise views on the subject. 

The Eighth World Health Assembly had touched upon the question of a Special United 

Nations Fund for Economic Development (SUNFED) when examining a proposal for the 

creation of a special fund to improve national health services, idiich proposal had 

subsequently been held over until the United Nations had reached a decision on the 

broader issue. In resolution 1219 (XII), the General Assembly decided that there 

should be established such a Special Fund as an e^ansion of the Technical Assistance 
t 

activities of the United Nations and the specialized agencies,. As the resources 

expected to be available were not likely to exceed | 100 ООО 000 annually, the 

operations of the Special Fund were to be directed towards broadening the scope of 

United Nations programmes of Technical Assistance so as to include special projects 

in certain basic fields to be defined by a Preparatory Committee* The terms of 

reference of that committee of sixteen governments were laid dovm in paragraph 4 of 

the resolution, which also stipulated (paragraph 3) that the fullest possible use should 

be made of existing machinery of the United Nations, the specialized agencies, and the 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance, The Director-General would have to 

elucidate certain questions for that committee in March and would be willing to 

present some preliminary considerations in more informal discussions with the Board, 

whose guidance he would need. 

Dr AMIN said that numerous countries attached great importance to the Special 

Fund for Economic Development in the belief that it would materially contribute towards 
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improving health services• He accordingly suggested that a working party be set up 

to study the types of health programme \diich should be recommended to the Preparatory 

Cômriiittee^ 

Dr НЗПЗЕ considered that further general exploratory discussion on the nature of 

the programme and WHO
1

 s place in it was required. It would be premature at the 

present stage to consider specific projects. 

Dr METCALFE, referring to the topics listed in paragraph 2 of the resolution, 

suggested that thesy were only indirectly related to WIO
l

s sphere of action華 

Dr SIRI said that once the position had been clarified in a preliminaiy discussion 

in plenary, a working party would have something to work on* Though the topics listed 

in paragraph 2 of the resolution were broad in scope, some had a direct bearing on 

MîO
f

s work, e.g
#
 "intensive surveys of water" which had important implications for 

environmental sanitation. Clearly there would be other points of corran on interest, 

since all the proposed projects were aimed at raising the general standard of living. 

Dr HÏDE suggested that the Board might constitute itself into a working party of 

the whole to discuss more informally the possible content of the health aspects of 

such projects» 

Dr SIRI supported Dr îfyde^s suggestion. 

Dr JAFAR also supported Dr Hyde^ The Board required further information about 

the background to an important question. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL explained that he had suggested an informal discussion not 

because he had more knowledge than members óf the Board, but because of the various 

technical and administrative implications of the Special Fund. Some of these were not 

altogether clear to the executive heads of the specialized agencies, though they did 

know that part of the resources would be used for the expansion of the United Nations 

Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance and the rest administered by the special 

body described in part III of the resolution. 

The topics listed in paragraph 2 of the annex were only examples and the final 

definition of the basic fields to be covered would be made by the Preparatory Committee 

in March. In addition to technical matters it was equally important for him to have 

guidance from the Board about the admini strati on of the Fund. 

Decision： Dr ^rde
!

s proposal for a working party of the whole to study this 
agenda item was adopted* 

The meeting rose at 12.30 P 爲 


